TRANSFORMING SPACES FOR FUTURE

IMAGINE INTERIORS

Interior Design | Exterior Design | Custom Furniture.
WHO WE ARE

Your Dream. Our Duty.

The company was founded by Mr. Subrota Biswas, a young talented designer who has creativity with a bulk volume of project management & handover experience with local & multinational companies.

Over the years, we have expanded slowly but surely due to our credibility, speed, and quality of work.

Our principles are creativity and appropriate interior style to maximize customer satisfaction.

We believe our passion for innovation and perfection will lead us to be one of the best interior design companies in Bangladesh.
OUR APPROACH

We have adopted the ‘turnkey approach’ to interior design, that is, we both do the design and implementation so that you don’t need to worry about anything.

OUR PHILOSOPHY

Interior design should be about bringing the vision of the client to life. Design can be both aesthetic and functional.
Imagine Interiors is a Dhaka-based interior design firm that works to create modern living and office spaces that charms the heart and minds of anyone who comes across its creation. Its team of interior designers and architects makes sure that clients are given the best results that they can possibly imagine of.
Our opportunity, as designers, is to learn how to handle the complexity, rather than shy away from it, and to realize that the big art of design is to make complicated things simple.
OUR SERVICES

PROJECT ANALYSIS
- Design Concept
- Design Development
- 3D Visuals
- Bidding
- Out line project
- Scope
- Design
- Implementation
- Schedule Design work

INTERIOR DESIGN
- Home Design
- Office Design
- Restaurant Design
- Hotel Design
- Resort Design
- Hospital Design
- Clinic Design
- Showroom Design
- Auditorium Design

EXTERIOR DESIGN
- Residential Exterior
- Commercial Exterior
- Bank Exterior
- Hotel Exterior
- Mall Exterior
- Hospital Exterior
- Building Exterior
- Penthouse Exterior
- Bungalow Exterior

CUSTOM FURNITURE
- Custom Sofa
- Custom Bed
- Custom Chair
- Custom Kitchen
- Custom Cabinet
- Custom Table
- Custom Reception
- Custom Door
- Custom Workstation
WHY USE OUR DESIGN SERVICE?

1. RELIABLE SOURCING
   Our team is vastly experienced in planning and tracking materials and accessories needed in interior design. Our Purchase team liaises with quality vendors to provide you with top quality materials.

2. TURNKEY + PROJECT MANAGEMENT
   Architects/Designers are a part of the team. So it is very easy to coordinate the planning and designing to keep it consistent with the home design concept as discussed with you.

3. SINGLE POINT OF CONTACT
   You don’t need to go running around trying to contact interior designers, decorators, architects and vendors. We do it all for you! You just need to keep in touch with us.

4. TIMELY DELIVERY
   We pride ourselves on completing interior design projects on time and within the budget as agreed with you. Our interior design solutions are always of the best quality and will remain fresh for a long time.
Imagine Interiors is a one-stop company for Interior Design, Turnkey Fit Out, Space Planning, Project Management, Furniture and Custom-Made Joinery items, HVAC, MEP Works.

- DESIGNING AND SPACE PLANNING
- TURNKEY FIT-OUT SOLUTIONS
- JOINERY
- MEP SERVICES
DESIGNING AND SPACE PLANNING

The interior designers at Imagine Interiors can remodel your space with your specific requirements in mind. The space planners at our company make sure that we understand the complexities involved in your industry and create a solution accordingly. Being able to imagine the space and finally gathering the ability to create something that is admired by all is a reflection of our skills. The Imagine Interiors team makes sure that the entire design captures all the different qualities that was expected of us in the first place.

INTERIOR DESIGN | ARCHITECTURE AND SPACE PLANNING | RETAIL AND COMMERCIAL DESIGN
FURNITURE SOURCING | PROJECT MANAGEMENT
TURNKEY FIT OUT SOLUTIONS

A project with Imagine Interiors provides excellence to the entire interior fit-out services including ceiling, partitions, flooring, wall finishes and so on. To make sure that the fit-out services provided by us are in tandem with the expectations of the clients is a priority for us. Clients come to us when they don’t want a lot of hassle managing different sets of Interior design companies because they have Imagine Interiors as a one-stop destination to take care of all their fit-out needs in Bangladesh.

RETAILS, OFFICE AND COMMERCIAL FIT-OUTS | RENOVATION AND REFURBISHMENTS
Imagine Interiors has a team of experienced engineers who offer round-the-clock service in Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing services which includes installation, refurbishment, retrofit and maintenance. Our MEP services make sure that clients are given the best results that they can possibly imagine of. Our processes are designed in such a way that the space being built is MEP suitable. At Imagine Interiors, we are proud of the kind of work that we do in solving the problems of our clients.
JOINERY

If you are looking for fine handcrafted joinery in Bangladesh, there are very few options as good as Imagine Interiors.

With our timeless joinery techniques, we give you the most artistic pieces that will blend well in any kind of setting, be it traditional or modern.

The joinery works done by Imagine Interiors makes sure that the beauty of the piece of wood is enhanced while also being functional and durable, a quality that all our products boast of.

Our joinery services includes from design stages to planning and fitting. Let it be kitchens, home & offices, resorts, storage units, staircases, flooring, etc, all of this can be worked according to your style and your expectations will be exceeded.

CUSTOM MADE FURNITURE | 3D AND 2D WALL PANELS | DECKING AND WOODEN FLOORING
CLIENTS WE SERVE

- Residential
- Government
- Private estates
- Commercial
- Schools
- Condominium complexes
PENTHOUSE INTERIOR & EXTERIOR
IF YOU CAN DREAM IT, WE CAN BUILD IT.
MEET THE TEAM

EXPERIENCED PROFESSIONALS

SUBROTA BISWAS
Founder Director & Principal Designer

SAMIMA NITU
Assistant Architect

MAHFUZUR RAHMAN
Interior Architect
OUR FACTORY

171, Ahammed Shorony Road
(Near United University New Campus),
100 feet Road, Vatara,
Dhaka, Bangladesh.
LET'S DESIGN YOUR SPACE!

CONTACT INFORMATION

OFFICE ADDRESS
SEL Rose-N-Dale, 116, Kazi Nazrul Islam Avenue, Banglamotor, Dhaka - 1205, Bangladesh.

PHONE NUMBER
📞 +880 1712-664168
📞 +88 02 48 31 2020

EMAIL ADDRESS
imagineinteriorsbd@gmail.com
CALL US FOR INSTANT QUOTE
+880 1712-664168